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Introduction

Development Proposal

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Landform Estates is promoting a 3.94 ha (10 acre) site on
the south side of Bulls Lane (Ref: Skimpans Farm/WeG6) in
Welham Green for development of around 70 new houses.
The Local Plan Inspector has said that “The impact of this site on the
Green Belt has been assessed by WHBC as being ‘moderate’ and its
release would have ‘limited impact’ on the wider Green Belt. It is a
sustainable location for residential development.”
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He went on to confirm that because Welham Green benefits from a
railway station and has a large employment area “it is clearly the most
sustainable excluded village in the district.”
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WHBC own assessments of the site in 2016 and 2019 concluded
that the site was suitable, available, and achievable and that it would
contribute to the WHBC five-year supply of housing.
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Skimpans Farm (WeG6) is one of the best performing and
most appropriate sites for development in the whole of the
WHBC district and it should be confirmed as an allocation in
the Local Plan.
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North Mymms Youth
and Community Centre

Sports Field

Site locationSaint

Thomas More
Catholic Church
Site (3.94 ha/10 acres)

Site Location
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Introduction

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

The Site
The site is currently used as open pastureland grazed by horses, with
small areas of dense scrub and a number of semi-mature trees, with a
stream that flows westwards along the southern boundary.
The site is bounded to the north and west by residential properties
along Bulls Lane and Station Road and the embankment to the mainline
railway forms the eastern boundary. The site is therefore well contained
within existing built development that surrounds about three quarters of
the site, with dense woodland to the south.
The WHBC (LUC) Green Belt Assessment 2019 found that harm to the
Green Belt purposes through its development would be ‘moderate’ and
that this site’s release would have ‘limited impact’ on the wider Green
Belt.

View west over site to rear of properties on Station Road

Existing community centre, immediately south of the site

The Local Plan Inspector has concluded that the site is sustainable and
suitable for residential use and that it would contribute to the WHBC fiveyear supply of housing.
Planning Background
The Local Plan for Welwyn and Hatfield was submitted for examination
in May 2017. Stage 9 hearing sessions concluded in March 2021
and the Inspector wrote to WHBC in June 2021 with his findings and
recommendations.
WHBC will prepare a set of ‘Main Modifications’ addressing the
Inspector’s comments and it is anticipated that they will be the focus of a
consultation in November 2021.
Once adopted, the new Local Plan will cover the next 15 years to 2036.
The plan sets the spatial vision for the borough and establishes the
housing needs, employment, retail and leisure, community facilities,
the environmental, travel and infrastructure requirements. The plan will
include housing sites to meet the objectively assessed housing needs of
the borough.

View north over the site to the front of properties on Bulls Lane

Bulls Lane: view west to junction with Station Road
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Existing Site: Wider Context

Development Proposal

Welham Green

Hatfield
Train Station

Welham Green is one of four large, serviced villages within the Welwyn
Hatfield district that have a railway station and as a result these villages
are better positioned to take sustainable growth than other locations
in the district. The Inspector considered that Welham Green was the
most sustainable excluded village in the district as a result of its large
employment area and has a number of sites that only make a moderate
contribution to the Green Belt.

HATFIELD

Whilst Welham Green is a distinct settlement, it benefits from particularly
high-quality transport linkages, with direct mainline railway connections
to London, and has a substantial employment area that might normally
be associated with considerably larger towns. It also has frequent and
multiple bus services.
Millwards Park

The proposed employment allocation of land at Marshmoor will
further enhance the sustainable nature of Welham Green as being an
appropriate location for residential growth.
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Welham Green
Train Station
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BROOKMANS PARK
Site Location: Wider Context
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Site Location: Wider Context
Site Boundary
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Brookmans Park
Train Station

Bulls Lane, Welham Green
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Existing Site: Immediate Context

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

The
site is located immediately to the south of Bulls Lane and is
LEGEND
surrounded
by existing built or natural form. It comprises pasture, trees
Site boundary
and buildings which the Inspector considered to be physically and visual
enclosed.
Green Belt (Note 2)

Views from north limited by reinforced
hedgerow and built form
Views from east
enclosed by railway
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Existing residential properties
in Welham Green

Footpath retained within
attractive green corridor

vegetation
The siteKeyvegetation
comprises a mature hedge along Bulls Lane, which
is in good
condition. There is garden vegetation within the properties
Gently sloping site
along Station Road and regenerating scrub within the site and along
the railway line. The indigenous dense woodland and scrub to the
south, which form a strong visual enclosure and wildlife habitat, are the
most significant vegetation. This woodland area is crossed by a public
footpath and various informal trails.
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There are no other landscape features of merit on the site. Development
would not impact upon any major views, either locally or in the wider
context, nor would it be perceived from anywhere other than local
viewpoints.
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Note:
1) Aerial photography was flown
24/4/2010.
2) Taken from interactive online map,
Welwyn Hatfield District Plan, adopted
April 2005.
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Trees and scrub
retained and enhanced
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Views from west
limited by housing
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Stream forms strong Green
Infrastructure opportunity

Catholic Church
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LANGFORD LODGE
109 PEMBROKE ROAD
CLIFTON, BRISTOL
BS8 3EU
T: 01179 064280
F: 01173 179535
www.slrconsulting.com

Site boundary

416.04648.00001.16.001-Figure 1

Site boundary
boundary
Site

Views from south
blocked by woodland

Views from north limited
by reinforced hedgow

Green Belt

Green Belt
Belt (Note
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2)
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Key vegetation
FIGURE 1

Views from east
blocked by railway

Scale

Opportunities and Constraints Plan

Imagery supplied by Bluesky International Limited
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Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey map
with the permission of the controller of Her
Majesty’s stationary office, © crown copyright,
licence number AL1100012293
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Landscape and Visual Assessment
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Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Green Belt

Millward’s Park

The site performs strongly against all five Green Belt criteria. The WHBC
(LUC) Green Belt assessment classified the site as being of ‘moderate’
harm and the Inspector considered that development would create only
‘limited impact’ on the wider Green Belt.
The site is an enclosed, inward-looking site, defined by strong physical
boundaries including an embanked railway line; strong woodland;
existing housing to the north and west along both Bulls Lane and Station
Road. Therefore development at Skimpans Farm will not threaten the
countryside because of these strong boundaries.
Maintaining the Settlement Pattern
The Inspector has commented generally on the inappropriateness of
the proposed WHBC green gap landscape policy and considers such
a gap policy to be unsound and particularly disingenuous in respect of
Skimpans Farm

Welham Green
None of the proposed development at Skimpans Farm would extend any
closer to Brookmans Park than the existing built form of the church and
nursery/community centre on the southern boundary. The intervening
area is mostly comprised of woodland so that there is no intervisibility
between the two settlements.

2
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The Inspector has concluded that there would be no harm to the existing
gaps between Welham Green and Brookmans Park.

1

Brookmans Park

Millward’s Park
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Illustrative Montage locations

1

Brookmans Park locations

Illustrative montage locations
Brookmans Park locations
Existing Residential Development
Existing Commercial
Development

Plan showing locations of the proposed photomontages
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Site Suitability

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Access and Transport

Minerals

The site has excellent access to all forms of public transport
connections. Bus stops are a two-minute walk away, with many different
bus services serving the village. Welham Green mainline railway station
is less than 5 minutes’ walk from the site, as is the village commercial
centre and employment area. The village itself is well connected to
existing main highways and public footpath networks and the primary
school is also within walking distance from the site.

No viable mineral resources have been identified within the site.

Utilities and Servicing
View northwest across site

There are existing gas, electricity, water, sewerage and
telecommunications supply networks all in the immediate vicinity of
the site and all of these have sufficient capacity to serve the site. The
combined services plan (shown later in this document) shows the
location of these networks and also shows that foul water, surface water
and an electrical cable all run through the site itself.
Ground Conditions and Contamination
This site is currently used for grazing. There are no identified areas of
contamination or land stability issues. Further detailed studies will be
carried out if found necessary.
Flooding and Drainage

View east along Bulls Lane

Archaeology and Historic Landscape
There are no designated heritage assets or significant archaeological
remains on the site. The two Grade II Listed buildings at Skimpans
Farm are close to the site and there are further listed buildings in an
around the centre of Welham Green to the north-east. The Inspector
has confirmed that any harm to the setting of listed buildings can be
appropriately mitigated.
Agricultural Land Quality
The site, which has an unclassified agricultural grade, has been used for
grazing for more than 15 years and no crops have been grown in that
period. The small site area is not of sufficient size to be important for
agriculture, nor is it commercially viable to grow crops on it and its loss
would not harm the future agricultural viability of the area.
Noise
Potential noise impact from the railway line will be limited and
compliance with the guidance in British Standard 8233:2014 can be
achieved by using good design, layout and the use of appropriate
materials.

The majority of the site (c.90%) is located within Flood Zone 1 (less than
1 in 1000-year event). The remainder, adjacent to Skimpans Brook, falls
within flood Zones 2 & 3 and development will be omitted from this part
of the site, which will be used as an enhanced nature conservation and
amenity area.
Ecology and Wildlife
Ecology surveys have been routinely undertaken over the past 10
years. The most recent studies have confirmed that the site is not of any
intrinsic ecological value and that development would not cause adverse
impact and in fact offers opportunities for enhanced biodiversity over the
current situation.

View east across site
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Historic Plan
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History
Many changes can be observed from the historic map between 1883
and 2013, however, the main boundary features of the area and the site
can still be recognised today, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Bulls Lane
Station Road and the development along it
the mainline railway and embankment
the trees and woodland to the south of the site and
the various woodlands and copses in the vicinity

The physical boundaries identified in the historic plan remain intact, and
have been reinforced with new built form over the passage of time and
consist of:

•
•
•
•
•

Bulls Lane and Station Road housing and the existing urban area
the mainline railway and embankment
the woodland belt and stream course running across the southern
boundary
the North Mymms Community Centre
the Catholic Church

1873-1883 Ordnance Survey map
Site Location

1919-1925 Ordnance Survey map
Site Location

All of these elements create strong physical boundaries that visually
enclose the site on all sides, such that development would not affect the
Green Belt purposes.

1960-1971 Ordnance Survey map
Site Location
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2013 Ordnance Survey map
Site Location

Bulls Lane, Welham Green
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Existing Connections

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Highways and Transport
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Bus Routes
More Than 5 Journeys Per Day
Bus Routes
Less Than 5 Journeys Per Day
Bus Stops

20

BUS ROUTES
LESS
5 JOURNEYS
Traffic counts have
been THAN
undertaken
and accident records have been
PER
DAY
obtained. The volume of traffic using the surrounding roads is relatively

Train Station

21

Footpath

minor and there were no accidents recorded on adjoining streets over
the past five years.
BUS STOPS

Bridleway

22

Byway Open To All Traffic

The junction of Bulls
Lane STATION
with Station Road is of a good standard and
TRAIN
will allow safe access to the road network. The roads in Welham Green
do not suffer congestion
at peak periods and have the capacity for the
FOOTPATH
additional traffic trips that would be generated by development of the
site.

Restricted Byway

23

The Great North Way
(Cycle Route)

23

The site has directBUS
frontage
to Bulls Lane, which is a publicly maintained
ROUTES
local access road with low levels of traffic, with an existing footway on
MORE THAN 5 JOURNEYS
the north side of the road. Two points of access can be provided into the
PER DAY
site and development could include a new footway on the south side of
Bulls Lane.

BRIDLEWAY

23a

20

Welham Green Station is on the East Coast Main Line with local train
TOThere
ALL TRAFFIC
services to KingsBYWAY
Cross andOPEN
Moorgate.
are four commuter trains
per hour at peak times and three trains per hour off-peak. Train services
RESTRICTED
BYWAY
also run north to Stevenage
for Main
Line trains and through routes to
Cambridge.

52
45

26

25

22
42
45

THE GREAT NORTH WAY
43

56

25

42

28a

Welham Green is(CYCLE
well served
by a number of frequent bus services.
ROUTE)
36
Route 610 is a north/south through service to Hatfield. Route 304 runs
west towards London Colney and St Albans. Route 242 runs along
Dixons Hill Road and Station Road. Routes 200, 312, and 201 operate
to various local destinations and Route 615 runs to the east of Welham
Green and provides a service to Stanmore.
36 Cycle Route No. 12 runs through Welham Green and includes
National
a shared use footway along Dixons Hill Road, before continuing on-road
along Knowles Crescent, Pooleys Lane and on to Hatfield.

33
34
35
8

Existing Connections Plan
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PROJECT TITLE

BULL’S LANE, WELLHAM GREEN
DRAWING TITLE
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34
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CLIENT

DATE

LANDFORM ESTATES
DESIGNED DRAWN

CHECKED

PASSED

SCALE @ A3

24/09/13
ISSUE STATUS

Cannon Consulting Engineers
16 Ledborough Lane, Beaconsfield, Bucks, HE9 2PZ
Tel: +44 (0)1638 555 900
Fax: +44 (0)1494 677 779
info@cannonce.co.uk
www.cannonce.co.uk
REV

REV
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Existing Public Services and Amenities

Local Facilities

Development Proposal

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

N

The site at Bulls Lane is well located and is within easy walking distance
of all the village amenities, which are located about 800m to the north
of the site. These include shops, employment opportunities, schools, a
train station and community facilities. All the local roads have surfaced
footways and street lighting and offer a safe and easy link to these
facilities.

KEY
Site
Schools
Community Centre, Hall
Recreation Ground
Dentist
Petrol Filling Station
Place Of Worship
Public House
Employment Areas
Local Centre
Central Resources
Library
Bus Stops
Rail Station

DOCTOR’S
SURGERY

Doctor’s Surgery
Local Facilities Plan
PROJECT TITLE
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BULL’S LANE, WELLHAM GREEN
DRAWING TITLE

CLIENT

DATE

LANDFORM ESTATES
DESIGNED DRAWN

CHECKED

PASSED

PG

SCALE @ A3

24/09/13
ISSUE STATUS

PRELIMINARY
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Preliminary Masterplan

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Access

Principles of the proposed development:
The proposed development will provide:

•
•
•
•
Access

•
•
•
•
•
•

A mix of family housing types, sizes and tenures, including
affordable housing.
All dwellings will be designed to Lifetime Homes standards,
providing adaptability and flexibility.
Excellent connections to public transport services and public
footpaths & cycle routes, reducing reliance on car use.
Large areas of open space, with increased bio-diversity,
linking
into the existing woodland area and footpath offering better
public access and higher quality amenity space.
Landscaped areas that help preserve the setting of the listed
buildings.
Surface water drainage by way of a SuDS network, ensuring
no increased pressure on local infrastructure.
Two separate access points from Bulls Lane.

North Mymms Youth
and Community
Centre

St. Thomas More
Catholic Church

Proposed Masterplan
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Summary

Landform Estates is promoting Skimpans Farm (WeG6) at
Bulls Lane, Welham Green for new housing development.
The development proposals have been informed following detailed
technical assessments and analysis of the opportunities and constraints
of the site.
Development will offer a range of family housing types (including
affordable housing), all having excellent connections to the local
employment and village amenities. The site is well connected to public
transport services and public footpaths & cycle routes.
In order for Welham Green to remain a vibrant and attractive community
it needs new housing otherwise the population will age, and the working
population will decline, threatening the village’s commercial and social
vitality.
The Local Plan Inspector concluded that the site has ‘moderate impact’
for Green Belt purposes and that its release for development would have
‘limited impact’ on the wider Green Belt.

Skimpans Farm (WeG6) is one of the best performing and
most appropriate sites for development in the whole of the
WHBC district and it should be confirmed as an allocation in
the Local Plan.
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Development Team

Bulls Lane, Welham Green

Developer

Planning Consultants

Masterplanner

Landform Estates Ltd
513 Clerkenwell Workshops
27–31 Clerkenwell Close
London EC1R 0AT

Barton Willmore
7 Soho Square
London W1D 3QB

JTP
Unit 5, The Rum Warehouse
Pennington Street
London E1W 2AP

T +44 (0)20 3176 0575
landformestates.com

Landform is a strategic land promotion
company that works in partnership with
landowners, local authorities and other
stakeholders to deliver land for housing.
The company has a successful track record
of gaining planning consent, even for the
most complex sites.
This success comes from always putting
a high priority on meeting local needs and
taking the impact of new development
into account. Working together with all
people is central to our approach and it
is only through a detailed dialogue with
all stakeholders that local needs can
be allowed for and a package of wider
community benefits delivered. In this way
value is increased for everyone, not just the
developers.

T +44 (0)20 7446 6888
F +44 (0)20 7446 6889

T +44 (0)20 7017 1780

Planning & Conservation

Woodhall Planning & Conservation
56 Woodhall Lane
Leeds
West Yorkshire LS28 5NY
T +44 (0)11 3255 4660
woodhall.co.uk

bartonwillmore.co.uk

jtp.co.uk

Landscape Architects

Transport & Services Consultants

Ecology Consultants

Cooper Landscape Planning
The Studio
Littleton on Severn
Bristol BS35 1NR

Cannon Consulting Engineers
Cambridge House
Lanwades Business Park
Kentford, Newmarket CB8 7PN

T 0777 1794780

T +44 (0)1638 555 107

Ecology Solutions
Crossways House
The Square
Stow on the World
Gloucestershire
GL54 1AB

cooper@landscapeplanning.net

cannonce.co.uk

ecologysolutions.co.uk
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